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Agenda
I. IRS equity compensation withholding rules
A. Types of wages
B. Overview of supplemental wages
C. Permissible withholding methods
D. Supplemental wage thresholds (<$1M,
>1M)
E. Form W-4
F. State tax considerations
G. Payroll practicalities

III. Non-US watchpoints

IV. Plan terms and grant documents
A. Plan term amendments
B. Withholding of shares and materiality
thresholds
C. NYSE and Nasdaq on plan amendments
D. ISS on plan amendments
E. Communication with broker/administrator
and employees

II. FASB ASC 718 and impact on tax withholding
A. Methods of withholding on equity awards
B. ASC 718 requirements for net share
settlement
C. Withholding changes under Notice ASU
2016-09
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Disclaimer
This presentation contains general information only and the
respective speakers and their represented firm are not, by
means of this presentation, rendering accounting, business,
financial, investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice
or services. This presentation is not a substitute for such
professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a
basis for any decision or action that may affect your
business. Before making any decision or taking any action
that may affect your business, you should consult a
qualified professional advisor. The respective speakers and
firm shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any
person who relies on this presentation.
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I. IRS Equity Compensation Withholding
Rules
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Types of Wages
• Regular wages
– Amounts that are paid at a regular hourly, daily, or similar
periodic rate
– Subject to ordinary income tax
– Subject to withholding at a rate determined based on the
employee’s Form W-4
– Withholding is estimate of employee’s tax liability
• Employee files a tax return to true-up withholding to
actual tax liability
– Reported in boxes 1, 3 and 5 of Form W-2
• Boxes 16 for state and 18 for local if applicable
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Types of Wages
• Supplemental payments
– Compensation that is subject to withholding but isn’t
considered regular wages
• All forms of stock compensation that are subject to
withholding are considered supplemental payments
– Subject to ordinary income tax
– Subject to withholding
– Withholding methods vary
– Reported in boxes 1, 3 and 5 of Form W-2
• Boxes 16 for state and 18 for local if applicable
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Types of Wages
• Supplemental payments
– Employee has received $1 million or less in supplemental
payments for the year
• W-4 rate (aggregate method), or
• Flat rate (currently 25%)
– Employee has received more than $1 million in
supplemental payments
• Withhold at maximum individual rate (currently 39.6%)
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Supplemental Payments
• For the flat rate to be permissible
– Income tax must have been withheld on regular wages
paid to the employee in the current calendar year or the
prior calendar year
• Flat rate is not available for employees who claim they
are exempt from withholding on their Form W-4
– $1mm or less in supplemental payments = no withholding
– > $1mm in supplemental wages = withhold at max rate

• Flat rate is not available for former employees who
receive payments in the second calendar year after
their termination
– Must withhold at the former employee’s W-4 rate
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Supplemental Payments
• Disadvantage to using the flat rate
– It isn’t the correct withholding rate for a lot of employees
– Employees in higher tax brackets (e.g., executives) will owe
additional tax when they file their tax return
• This can trigger penalties, unless employees:
– Increase withholding on their regular pay to make up for the
shortfall
– Make estimated tax payments
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Supplemental Payments
• Can federal income taxes be withheld at a rate other than the
flat supplemental rate?
– Yes, in two circumstances:
• If W-4 is used to determine withholding (aggregate method), or
• If the employee has received more than $1,000,000 in
supplemental payments, you must withhold at the highest
individual tax rate
– For supplemental payments under $1,000,000, you must use either
the flat rate or the W-4 rate
• Publication 15 (Circular E): Employer’s Tax Guide specifically states
(on page 14) that no other rate is permitted
• Information Letter 2012-0063, issued in September 2012 further
clarifies the IRS position
– ASU 2016-09 does not change tax law, regulations, or the IRS position
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Form W-4

Additional withholding is
specified as a dollar amount.
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Form W-4
Process for Requesting Additional Withholding on
Form W-4
1. Employee submits new Form W-4 requesting additional
withholding
– Requires employee to figure out dollar amount of additional
withholding to request (cannot be requested as a percentage)
– Subject to limitations imposed by company

2. Company applies W-4 rate to payout under stock award
– Income from stock award must be aggregated with employee’s
other income for the same pay period
– Payroll will likely have to determine the withholding

3. Employee submits new Form W-4 to reset withholding
back to regular level
17

Types of Wages
• FICA Wages
– Unless specifically exempted, employee compensation is
also considered wages for FICA purposes
• Applies to both regular wages and supplemental
payments
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Types of Wages
• FICA
– Social Security
• Annual maximum
• Subject to withholding
– 6.2% for 2017 on wages up to $127,200

• Employer must match employee payment
• Reported in box 3 of Form W-2
• No true-up on tax return
– Company must refund excess withholding
– Except when taxpayer has worked for multiple employers
during the year
» No true-up for employer match
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Types of Wages
• FICA, continued
– Medicare
• No annual maximum
• Higher rate applies to income in excess of specified
threshold
• Subject to withholding
– Medicare withholding rate is 1.45% and increases to 2.35% for
wages in excess $200,000
» 2.35% rate likely to be eliminated when/if Obamacare is
repealed

• Reported in box 5 of Form W-2
• Employer match at lower rate only
• Trued up on tax return
– True-up on tax return also likely to be eliminated when/if
Obamacare is repealed
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Depositing Tax Withholding
• Where company’s cumulative deposit liability is less than
$100,000
– Tax withholding is deposited per company‘s regular deposit schedule
• Monthly
• Semi-Weekly
– Payment on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday: Deposit by following
Wednesday
– Payment on Saturday, Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday: Deposit by
following Friday

• Where company’s cumulative deposit liability is less than
$100,000
– Tax withholding most be deposited by the next business day

• Late deposit penalties range from 2% to 15% of deposit
amount
• 2003 IRS Field Directive
– Same-day sales of stock options only!
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State Taxes
• Like Federal, most states allow supplemental wage
withholding either at supplemental rates or W-4
equivalent
• Some states only allow progressive (W-4) rates
– Examples: Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey
– Need coordination with payroll to determine
applicable rates
– Some companies withhold on stock
compensation at flat rates and true-up
through payroll

There are 41
states in the U.S.
that charge an
income tax
plus
District of Columbia

• Most states have supplemental income tax withholding
rates
– CA 6.6% generally but 10.23% for stock options and bonuses
– NY 9.62%
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State Taxes
• Deposit rules can vary by state; examples:
– Massachusetts (over $25,000 withholding a year): When
Massachusetts income tax withheld is $500 or more by the 7th,
15th, 22nd and last day of a month, pay over within three
business days thereafter.
– Pennsylvania: where the aggregate total amount required to be
deducted and withheld for each quarterly period reasonably can
be expected to be $5,000 or more per quarter or $20,000 or
more per calendar year, the employer must remit the tax
semiweekly …….

• With some payroll systems, the company cannot make
deposits to one authority and not another
– I.e., the company must make all deposits (Federal, state, local,
etc.) when making any deposit
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Local and Municipal Taxes
• Do not forget local taxes such as:
– State disability and similar payroll taxes
• California, New Jersey, Pennsylvania

– Local city and municipality taxes
• New York City
• Pennsylvania townships and school districts

In 2011, the Tax
Foundation estimated
that there are approx.
4,943 local income
taxes in the U.S.

• Many companies do not withhold these through the broker
but apply them when processing in payroll; notable exception:
– New York City (4.25%)
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Payroll Practicalities
Ability to
obtain tax
withholding
rates from
payroll

Withholding at W-4
tax rates
Withholding of state
& local taxes

Ability to
obtain yearto-date
income from
payroll

Application of
earnings caps for SDI
and other taxes

Proper identification of “live-in” & “workin” addresses is crucial
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Payroll Practicalities
• Best practices
– Meet with payroll team what they are capable of, including:
• System limitations
• Resource limitations
– Make a plan to obtain tax withholding rates that cannot be
extracted from payroll for input into the stock administration
system
• Make a plan to update these rates regularly!
– Educate payroll team on taxation of stock compensation
– Meet regularly with payroll team
• Joint planning for large stock-related events
– Year-end review of amounts reported in payroll
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II. ASC 718 and Tax Withholding
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US Tax Treatment of Stock Awards
• Nonqualified arrangements
– Nonqualified stock options (NQSO) and stock appreciation
rights (SARs)
• Subject to tax at exercise
• Company has a reporting and withholding obligation
– Restricted stock/units
• Subject to tax at vest/payout
– RSUs must comply with Section 409A, unless eligible for shortterm deferral exemption

• Company has a reporting and withholding obligation
– Nonqualified ESPPs
29

US Tax Treatment of Stock Awards
• Tax qualified arrangements
– Incentive stock options (ISO)
• Subject to tax at sale
• Exempt from tax withholding (both FIT and FICA)
• Company has a reporting obligation for sales that occur
within a specified time period
– Employee stock purchase plans (Section 423 qualified)
• Subject to tax at sale
• Exempt from tax withholding (both FIT and FICA)
• Company has a reporting obligation for most sales
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US Tax Treatment of Stock Awards
• Income is considered a supplemental payment
– Taxes to withhold include:
• Federal income tax
– W-4 rate
– Flat rate

•
•
•
•

Social security (up to annual maximum)
Medicare
State taxes
Local taxes
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Tax Payment Methods
• Cash
– Employee writes a check or arranges for electronic funds
transfer (EFT)
– Significant disadvantages
• Employee must have cash available to cover taxes
• Very short time to deliver payment to company once
tax liability is known
• Company must have procedures to address issues with
bounced checks, employee failure to deliver payment,
etc.
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Tax Payment Methods
• Withhold from payroll
– Company withholds tax from employee’s paycheck
– Significant disadvantages
• Tax withholding could (and often does) exceed
employee’s entire paycheck
• Taxes may need to be deposited with the IRS before
paycheck will be issued to employee
• Must be careful to ensure the tax payment doesn’t
somehow constitute a loan to the employee
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Tax Payment Methods
• Tender of previously owned shares
– Employee tenders (through attestation) previously
acquired shares with a value equal to tax withholding
– Significant disadvantages
• Results in cash outflow for the company
• Not a tax-free exchange of property
– Results in capital gain or loss for the employee
– Watch out for wash sale rules
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Tax Payment Methods
• Sale of shares
– Award shares are sold on open market and sale proceeds are used to
cover tax withholding
– Virtually universal for non-qualified stock options
• Employees use sale to cover both option price and taxes
• Field directive from IRS allows taxes to be deposited one day after
settlement
– Significant disadvantages for restricted stock and RSUs
• Often many awards vest at the same time and sale volume can
exceed what the market can support
• Taxes may need to be deposited with the IRS before funds can be
received from broker
– Funds aren’t received until T+3
– IRS field directive doesn’t apply to restricted stock/units

• Results in small capital gain or loss for employee
• Awards may vest in a black-out period
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Tax Payment Methods
• Share withholding
– Subject of ASU 2016-09
– Portion of the shares currently being paid out are held
back and applied to the employee’s tax liability
– Significant disadvantages
• Results in cash outflow for the company
• Must comply with guidance in ASC 718 to avoid liability
treatment for accounting purposes
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ASC 718
• Accounting standard that applies to stock awards
granted to employees
– Issued in 2005, originally known as FAS 123(R)

• Generally provides that:
– Awards paid out in stock are subject to equity treatment
• Expense is fixed at grant and recorded over the service
period of the arrangement
– Awards paid out in cash are subject to liability treatment
• Expense is generally equal to cash paid to employee
• Varies over service period; fixed at settlement
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ASC 718
• Allowing employee to use award shares to cover tax
withholding is a cash payout
– Cash is deposited with the IRS on behalf of the employee,
rather than paid directly to the employee
– ASC 718 has always included a practical exception to
liability treatment for shares used to cover taxes
• ASU 2016-09 expands this exception
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ASC 718
• Practical exception to liability treatment for share
withholding
– Original
• Withholding must be limited to minimum statutorily
required withholding
– Including both FIT and FICA

• Allowing shares to be used to cover taxes in excess of
this amount triggers liability treatment for the entire
award, not just the shares withheld
• A pattern of allowing shares to be used for excess tax
payments can trigger liability treatment for the entire
plan
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ASC 718
• Challenges under the original exception
– Rounding
• 75% of survey respondents round up to the nearest
whole share*
– Most include excess with employee’s taxes, rather than
refunding it to the employee

– Difficulty in determining the correct tax rate
• For US state tax purposes
• For non-US employees

• No question of excess withholding for FIT purposes
* NASPP/Deloitte Consulting 2016 Domestic Stock Plan Design Survey
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ASU 2016-09
• Accounting standards update (ASU) to ASC 718
– Issued in 2016
– Public companies required to adopt in first fiscal year
beginning after December 15, 2016
– Primary objectives is to simplify the standard in the
following areas:
• Tax accounting for equity awards
• Treatment of forfeitures for equity awards
• Accounting for private companies
• Treatment of share withholding
– Expands exception to liability treatment
41

ASU 2016-09
• New practical exception for share withholding
– Shares can be withheld for taxes up to the maximum
individual tax rate in the applicable jurisdiction without
triggering liability treatment
• Includes both FIT and FICA
• Maximum individual tax rate in the jurisdiction, not the
maximum rate that applies to the award holder
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ASU 2016-09
• New practical exception for share withholding
– Not a free-for-all
• Maximum still applies, it’s just higher now
– Shares withheld for taxes in excess of maximum still trigger
liability treatment for entire award
– Pattern of withholding shares in excess of maximum still can
trigger liability treatment for the entire plan

• Withholding must be statutorily required
– Share withholding still triggers liability treatment when used:
» By outside directors, consultants, and other nonemployees
» In jurisdictions that don’t require tax withholding

• Does not change tax regs and procedures promulgated by
local tax authorities, including the IRS
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ASU 2016-09
• Allowing share withholding for excess tax payments
– Advantages
• Provides more flexibility to employees
• Additional shares withheld reduce plan dilution
– Disadvantages
• W-4 process is cumbersome
– Risk involved in circumventing W-4 process
– Company doesn’t want to become complicit in tax fraud

• Additional cash outflow
• Still subject to liability treatment under IFRS
– Recent amendment to IFRS 2 creates exception to liability
treatment for share withholding, but only for minimum required
tax withholding
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III. Non-US Watchpoints
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Taxation Varies By Country

Amount
Timing

Compliance
req’ts

Taxation varies by country
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ASU2016-09 Share Withholding
718-10-25-18 Similarly, a provision for either direct or indirect (through a net
settlement feature) repurchase of shares issued upon exercise of options (or
the vesting of non-vested shares), with any payment due employees withheld
to meet the employer’s statutory withholding requirements resulting from
the exercise, does not, by itself, result in liability classification of instruments
that otherwise would be classified as equity. However, if an the amount that
is withheld, or may be withheld at the employee’s discretion, is in excess of
the maximum statutory tax rates in the employees’ applicable jurisdictions,
the entire award shall be classified and accounted for as a liability. That is, to
qualify for equity classification, the employer must have a statutory obligation
to withhold taxes on the employee’s behalf, and the amount withheld cannot
exceed the maximum statutory tax rates in the employees’ applicable
jurisdictions. The maximum statutory tax rates are based on the applicable
rates of the relevant tax authorities (for example, federal, state, and local),
including the employee’s share of payroll or similar taxes, as provided in tax
law, regulations, or the authority’s administrative practices, not to exceed the
highest statutory rate in that jurisdiction, even if that rate exceeds the highest
rate that may be applicable to the specific award grantee.
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Country Examples Where No
Withholding May Be Required
• Withholding is not required on stock compensation in
some countries, including, in general, the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Australia
Belgium
Japan
Mexico
New Zealand – Effective April 1, the employer can choose
whether to withhold
– Singapore
– Taiwan

Certain conditions may have to be met, in order for no
withholding to apply. Each company should determine
whether withholding should apply under its circumstances.
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Tax Withholding Requirements
• In many countries, the tax authorities provide
instructions on the withholding rate for each individual:
– E.g., United Kingdom

• Most countries operate a cumulative payroll so that by
year-end the employee has the correct amount of
withholding:
– E.g., Canada, Germany and the United Kingdom

• Some countries allow employer flexibility to withhold
more taxes; these generally apply to all wages
– Canada – form TD1
– Australia – by mutual, legal agreement
50

Non-U.S. Withholding Process

Information and
funds regarding
transaction

Shares or proceeds

Payment or payroll
reconciliation
Remits taxes
51
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Tax Payment Methods - International
• Cash
– Employee writes a check or arranges for electronic funds
transfer (EFT)
– Significant disadvantages
• Employee must have cash available to cover taxes
• Very short time to deliver payment to company once tax
liability is known
• Company must have procedures to address issues with
bounced checks, employee failure to deliver payment, etc.
• Foreign exchange issues – difficulty in collecting the right
amount of taxes
• Bank fees
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Tax Payment Methods - International
• Withhold from payroll
– Company withholds tax from employee’s paycheck
– Significant disadvantages
• Tax withholding could (and often does) exceed
employee’s entire paycheck
• Taxes may need to be deposited with the IRS before
paycheck will be issued to employee
• Must be careful to ensure the tax payment doesn’t
somehow constitute a loan to the employee
– Watch non-US payroll requirements and limitations
– Coordination with non-US payroll requires significant effort
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Tax Payment Methods - International
• Tender of previously owned shares
– Employee tenders (through attestation) previously
acquired shares with a value equal to tax withholding
– Significant disadvantages
• Results in cash outflow for the company
• Not a tax-free exchange of property
– Results in capital gain or loss for the employee

– Rarely seen outside the US
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Tax Payment Methods - International
• Sale of shares
– Award shares are sold on open market and sale proceeds are used to
cover tax withholding
– Virtually universal for non-qualified stock options
• Employees use sale to cover both option price and taxes
• Field directive from IRS allows taxes to be deposited one day after
settlement
– Significant disadvantages for restricted stock and RSUs
• Often many awards vest at the same time and sale volume can
exceed what the market can support
• Taxes may need to be deposited with the IRS before funds can be
received from broker
– Funds aren’t received until T+3
– IRS field directive doesn’t apply to restricted stock/units

• Results in small capital gain or loss for employee
• Awards may vest in a black-out period
– Until ASU 2016-09, this method allowed the most flexibility for non-US
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Tax Payment Methods - International
• Share withholding
– Portion of the shares currently being paid out are held
back and applied to the employee’s tax liability
– Significant disadvantages
• Results in cash outflow for the company
• Must comply with guidance in ASC 718 to avoid liability
treatment for accounting purposes
• Historically difficult to determine minimum statutory
rate outside the US
– Easier to use once ASU 2016-09 adopted
• Cannot be used where withholding is not legally
required
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Non-U.S. Payroll Practicalities
• Best practices
– Educate payroll team(s) on taxation of stock compensation in
their country
• Many teams are used to compliance requirements for local
plans – may be different for U.S. plans
• Difference with broker withholding and their responsibilities
for reporting and remittance
• Format of information provided
– Document processes and keep documents updated
– Year-end review of amounts reported in payroll
– Establish a withholding policy
• When will withholding be applied?
– Some taxes are ‘voluntary’ such as church taxes

• Rate applied in the stock administration system
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Rate Applied In Stock System
Policy

Pros

Cons

Average flat rate
for each country

• Easy to administer, easy to
understand

• May be too much or too
little for some individuals

Maximum rate for
each country

• Sufficient funds collected
from each employee

• Employees taxed at lower
rates may prefer to hold
shares
• Likely require payroll
adjustment in most locations
• Some maximum rates apply
at very high income levels

Individual rates

• Employee friendly

• Administratively
burdensome for both stock
administration and each
payroll
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Mobility
• When employees work in more than one country or state they
may be subject to tax in both locations
– Applies to assignees, transfers, business travelers

• Equity compensation is generally deemed to be earned
ratably over time (sourcing)
– Grant to vest
– Grant to exercise
– Location at grant (few jurisdictions)

• Generally
– Resident locations tax worldwide income
– Non-resident locations tax sourced income

• Complex area, can result in double withholding or double
taxation
– Need specific professional advice
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T+2
• US securities markets are scheduled to change to a
two-day settlement period on September 5
– Reduces amount of time company has to calculate tax
withholding and communicate to broker by one day
– Companies that currently contact local payroll to
determine withholding rate for non-US employees may
want to switch to using the maximum rate to eliminate this
step
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IV. Plan Terms and Grant Documents
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Plan Terms
• Plan and award agreement govern the withholding
methods allowed
• Most plans include language prohibiting the use of award
shares to cover taxes in excess of minimum statutorily
required payment
– Important for demonstrating to auditors that award shares can’t
be used to cover taxes in excess of this amount
– Protective measure to prevent company from inadvertently
triggering liability accounting
– This language will need to be amended to allow shares
withholding for excess tax payments

• Some plans allow for shares withheld to cover taxes to be
recycled back into the plan reserve
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Plan Amendments
• When drafting the new language, don’t forget:
– Share withholding should not be permitted for taxes in
excess of the maximum individual tax rate in the applicable
jurisdiction
– Share withholding should not be permitted where there is
no statutory obligation to withhold
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Plan Amendments
• NYSE and Nasdaq
– Is the amendment subject to shareholder approval?
• Only material amendments require shareholder approval
• What is a material amendment?
– Increases dilution
– List of specified modifications (increase shares authorized, permit
repricing, reduce exercise prices, extend term, expand class of
eligible award recipients, expand types of awards offered)
– Formula plan rules

– Both NYSE and Nasdaq have updated their FAQs to indicate that
shareholder approval is not required, even if the withheld
shares are added back to the plan
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Nasdaq FAQ
Is an amendment to an equity compensation plan to increase
the withholding rate to satisfy tax obligations, such as from the minimum tax
rate to the maximum tax rate, considered a material amendment?
Generally, an amendment to increase the withholding rate to satisfy tax
obligations would not be considered a material amendment to an equity
compensation plan. Allowing the holder of an award to surrender unissued
shares to pay tax withholdings is similar to settling the award in cash at
market price, and neither creates a material increase in benefits to
participants nor increases the number of shares to be issued under the plan.
This type of change also is not an expansion in the types of awards provided
under the plan. This analysis is the same regardless of whether the plan
allows the shares surrendered for tax withholdings to be added back to the
pool of shares available for issuance as future awards. Accordingly, an
amendment to an equity compensation plan to increase the withholding rate
to satisfy tax obligations would not be considered a material amendment to
the plan.
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NYSE FAQ
How do the rules apply to a plan that provides for adding shares back to the pool of available shares in various
situations? In some cases, increasing the pool of available shares by adding back shares may be considered a
“formula” that implicates the formula plan rules.
A rule to add back shares that have never in fact been issued is not a “formula.” Examples of this include (1) shares
that are subject to an option that expires without being exercised, or another award that is forfeited without the
shares having been issued, (2) shares that are held back upon exercise of an option to cover the exercise price and (3)
shares that are held back to satisfy income tax obligations. By extension, an amendment to a plan to provide for the
withholding of shares based on an award recipient’s maximum tax obligation rather than the statutory minimum tax
rate is not a material revision if the withheld shares are never issued, even if the withheld shares are added back to
the plan.
On the other hand, a rule to add back shares that have actually been issued generally is considered a formula. For
example, adding back shares that a grantee already owns that are tendered to pay the exercise price of an option or
satisfy a tax obligation is a “formula,” as is adding back shares that are repurchased by the company using the cash
paid upon exercise of options. The only exception to this rule is that the adding back of shares of restricted stock that
are forfeited rather than vesting is not a formula, even though technically the restricted stock is issued upon grant.
However, consistent with the preceding paragraph, a rule to add back shares that are withheld from restricted stock
upon vesting to cover taxes is a formula unless the withheld shares are immediately cancelled upon vesting. If a plan
has a fixed number of shares available, but for one or more formula addback rules, the latter may be treated as
separate from the fixed share pool for purposes of our rules. Thus, if a “formula” rule is included in a plan, the term
during which the formula may be operative must be limited to 10 years from the last shareholder approval of the
plan, but that term need not be applied to the fixed share pool itself. Similarly, if such a plan was in effect as of the
effective date of our rules but had not been approved by shareholders, the company may continue to use the fixed
share pool after expiration of the limited transition period without seeking shareholder approval, even though it will
not be able to continue to use the formula addback rules without shareholder approval.
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Plan Amendments
• ISS
– Updated policy on review of equity plan amendments to include
a qualitative review, as well as analysis under the Equity Plan
Scorecard (EPSC)
• Amendment to share withholding provision won’t change
plan score under the EPSC
– Shareholder Value Transfer is unchanged
– Liberal share counting policy is unchanged

• Amendment will likely fail the qualitative review if shares
withheld are recycled
– Reduced transparency on how shares are used on the plan
– Amendment will likely receive favorable recommendation if
» Shares withheld aren’t recycled
» Only shares withheld for minimum statutory tax withholding
are recycled
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Plan Amendments
• Accounting considerations
– Amendment to plan doesn’t trigger accounting
consequences if applied on a prospective basis only
– Amendment to existing awards could trigger modification
accounting
• Practitioner opinions vary
• FASB asked to provide guidance
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FASB Update on Modification
Accounting
• Amendment of outstanding awards is considered a
modification only if one of the following three conditions
is met
– Current fair value of the award is changed
– Vesting conditions are changed
– Award classification (equity/liability) is changed

• Approved but final ASU hasn’t been issued
– Expected to be issued in April
– Public companies will be required to adopt for first fiscal year
beginning after December 15, 2017
– Early adoption is permissible
– Prospective only adoption
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Policy & Communication
• Withholding methodology
– How you intend to withhold?

• Withholding policy
– What will you withhold?
• Supplemental or W-4 rates
• Inclusion of local taxes
– What will you communicate?
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Communication – Common Errors
• Brokers typically do not allow changes in withholding
methods that are not specified in the award agreement
– If agreement does not allow flexibility, may need participants to
sign separate consent

• Non-US employees and local payroll must understand US
level withholding is preliminary only
• Non-US payroll must understand how to read the
transaction reports and makes remittances accordingly
• Communications to employees should include discussion
of other reporting and withholding on equity awards
such as 1099-B and 1042-S
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THANK YOU

